ABSTRACT

MARRI, MADHURI REDDY. PaRaM: Path-Sensitive Monitoring of Web Applications against SQL Injection Attacks. (Under the direction of Dr. Tao Xie.)

Web applications are ubiquitous and are accessed by a large number of users, making these applications susceptible to various types of attacks. Among these attacks, SQL Injection attacks belong to one of the most popular attack types, since a web application’s vulnerability to SQL injection attacks poses serious threat to information security. The primary reason for these attacks is dynamic construction of SQL queries using string concatenation. In this thesis, we present a novel runtime-monitoring approach, called PaRaM, that guards a web application against SQL injection attacks. The key insight of our approach is that two executions that dictate the same program path result in SQL queries with the same structure, i.e., queries with the same sequence of SQL keywords. Therefore, the structure of the queries can be predetermined and mapped to the execution paths of the application. In general, runtime monitoring requires instrumentation of the web application and can cause high runtime overhead on the performance of the application. To address this challenge, PaRaM includes a minimization algorithm that reduces the number of program points to be monitored without sacrificing the effectiveness of monitoring against attacks. To evaluate the effectiveness of PaRaM, we apply PaRaM on five web applications. Our results show that our execution-path-sensitive approach is more effective than a related path-insensitive approach, and also causes low performance overhead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Web applications are ubiquitous and are accessed by a large number of users. These applications often deal with sensitive data and any unauthorized access to the data in these applications can cause irrevocable damage to the data. Existing security technologies such as anti-virus applications and network firewalls offer comparatively secure protection at the host and network levels, but not at the application level [8]. Such technologies can be easily compromised with attacks in the form of malicious inputs sent by the attackers. These attacks may be hard to be detected at host or network levels and have to be handled at the application level. On the other hand, such attacks are more prominent as these malicious inputs can come from any online user. A popular type of such attacks are the SQL Injection Attacks, which are rated as one of the top-priority attacks that the Internet is facing [16].

SQL injection attacks (SQLIAs) can occur in web applications when parts of user inputs are unexpectedly treated as SQL code. Most web applications take user inputs (e.g., through web application forms) that are used for retrieving or storing information from or to the database, respectively. Therefore, when an application is vulnerable to SQLIAs, the vulnerability poses a serious threat to the information security. An attacker can submit SQL commands directly to the database (e.g., SQL commands to delete database records) or change the semantics of a SQL query to access unauthorized information (e.g., retrieve information without authentication).
Two recent discoveries of systems hacked via SQLIAs that caused 32.6 million passwords [21] and 130 million credit card numbers [20] to be exposed, highlight the threat caused by this type of attacks.

1.1 Research Challenges

The primary reason for SQLIAs is the common coding practice to dynamically construct SQL queries using user inputs. One way of ensuring security of a web application against SQLIAs is to adopt defensive coding mechanisms and carry out sufficient user input validation or sanitization [3]. However, in practice, programmers either do not adopt these coding mechanisms or do not produce defect-free code, resulting in vulnerable web applications that can be easily exploited by attackers. On the other hand, secure methodologies suggest the use of parameterized queries, which bind the variables to parameters and avoid the modification of the semantics of the queries by the user inputs. Nevertheless, despite a state-of-the-practice that can ensure security of the applications against SQLIAs, these practices impose major modifications on the legacy web applications. Therefore, SQLIA vulnerabilities are still found to be a common prevalence in many web applications [15]. Figure 1.2 shows the risk assessment of injection attacks, which include SQLIAs, and which top the list of the major application security issues.

To deal with the preceding issues, runtime monitoring of a web application’s interactions with a database can be employed to protect the application at runtime, i.e., after the application is deployed. Nevertheless, there are two major challenges with employing a runtime monitoring
Figure 1.2: OWASP’s risk assessment of injection attacks [15].

approach: (1) building an effective oracle such that the application can be monitored at runtime to filter out potential attacks and execute only genuine SQL queries, and (2) minimizing the effect of monitoring overhead on the performance of the application.

1.2 Contributions

To address the challenges presented in the preceding section, in this thesis, we present a novel execution-path-sensitive runtime-monitoring approach, called PaRaM. The key insight of our approach is that two executions that dictate the same program path result in SQL queries with the same structure, i.e., queries with the same sequence of SQL keywords. Therefore the structure of the query can be determined based on the execution path of the application. Based on this insight, we first dynamically build a model, instrument the application based on the built model, and then deploy the instrumented application to allow path-sensitive monitoring of the queries issued at runtime. The objective of the monitoring is to classify a query that does not belong to the model as a potential SQLIA and avoid the execution of such a query.

PaRaM uniquely blends a state-of-the-art input-generation technique, dynamic path tracing, and runtime monitoring of a web application to secure the application against SQLIAs. PaRaM monitors a PaRaM-instrumented application at runtime, based on a model built before the application is deployed. Furthermore, to minimize the runtime overhead due to monitoring, we design a minimization algorithm that reduces the amount of instrumentation by reducing the number of program points to be monitored and ensures low performance overhead without sacrificing the effectiveness of monitoring against SQLIAs.

In essence, PaRaM achieves runtime monitoring in three major steps: (1) applying an
automatic input-generator on an application to build a model for serving as an oracle to monitor the application at runtime, (2) instrumenting the application to monitor execution paths at runtime, (3) instrumenting the application such that at runtime every SQL query is checked against the model before being issued to the database.

This thesis makes the following major contributions:

- A novel approach called PaRaM that aims to achieve effective path-sensitive monitoring of web applications against SQLIAs. In addition to the path-sensitive approach, we also present the characteristics of query-issuing points when a path-sensitive approach will be more effective in preventing SQLIAs than a path-insensitive approach.

- A minimization algorithm that reduces the number of program points required to be instrumented to trace the execution path at runtime.

- An evaluation that measures (1) the effectiveness of PaRaM in guarding an application against SQLIAs when compared to a path-insensitive approach [6], and (2) the runtime overhead caused by PaRaM on the performance of the application. Our results show that PaRaM effectively prevents SQL injection attacks with low performance overhead, while the path-insensitive approach generates a total of 501 false negatives for the same inputs.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an example of a SQLIA and illustrates how an existing path-insensitive runtime-monitoring approach and the proposed path-sensitive approach deal with such an attack. Chapter 3 presents a formal definition of the problem of preventing SQLIAs. Chapter 4 presents PaRaM in detail and illustrates the minimization algorithm with an example. Chapter 5 presents the details of the prototype implementation of PaRaM. Chapter 6 presents the evaluation setup and discusses results of our evaluation. Chapter 7 discusses related work. Chapter 8 presents the analysis of PaRaM and discusses limitations of our approach. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes.
Chapter 2

Motivating Example

We next present an example SQLIA and illustrate how our path-sensitive runtime-monitoring approach can prevent such attacks. Figure 2.1 shows an example C# program that interacts with MySQL database and the program includes a SQL issuing point (SQL-IP) in Line 16. Executing the program leads to two structurally different SQL queries to be issued at SQL-IP, i.e., two queries containing different SQL keywords and column names can reach the SQL-IP based on the value of isLoggedIn (Line 07). Basically, when the user’s credentials are previously provided and the isLoggedIn flag is set to true, then the information is retrieved without using the passcode; otherwise, the information is retrieved using both the username and passcode.

An SQLIA is possible when the isLoggedIn value is False, the username value is ‘me’ OR ‘x’=’x’;--’, and passcode is fdfs (or any other value). The resulting SQL query (value of query when execution reaches Line 16) is "SELECT * from EmployeeDB WHERE username = 'me' OR 'x'='x';--' AND passcode = 'fdfs'". In the preceding query, the username value creates a tautology (‘x’=’x’) and bypasses the authentication, since the MySql parser interprets “--” as comments and ignores the following text till the end of the line. Consequently, the execution of this query retrieves entire information from the EmployeeDB table without the required authentication, causing data leakage. The example shows a simple SQLIA; however, an attacker can launch a range of malicious attacks and achieve unintended data exposure, privilege escalation,
Figure 2.1: Example program vulnerable to SQLIAs.

and even remote command execution [19]. We next illustrate how a state-of-the-art existing approach, Amnesia [6], prevents such attacks.

2.1 Existing Path-Insensitive Runtime Monitoring

To avoid such SQLIAs, Amnesia first statically extracts a model of the queries that reach every SQL-IP. Amnesia next instruments the application with a query checker at each SQL-IP to monitor whether a SQL query to be issued is an expected SQL query, i.e., if it belongs to the model. Figure 2.2 shows the transformed program. The instrumented condition check (that is path insensitive) shown in Line 16 in the transformed program checks whether the query structure is either similar to $s_1$ or $s_2$ and only if so, allows the query to be executed. However, such monitoring of the application does not ensure that the application is guarded against SQLIAs when the execution of different paths results in queries with different structures at the same SQL-IP.

Consider the program execution when the value of isLoggedIn is False, the value of username
bool isLoggedIn;
void RetrieveInfo(string uname, string pcode)
{
  if (!isValid(uname)) /**Branch B1**/  
    ShowError("Invalid username");
  string query;
  if (!isLoggedIn) /**Branch B2**/
    {  
      string query = "SELECT * FROM EmployeeDB WHERE username = " + 
        "me-- AND passcode = " + pcode + "'";
    }
  else 
    {  
      string query = "SELECT * FROM EmployeeDB WHERE username = " + 
        "me--";
    }
  ...
  if (model.contains(getStructure(query)))
    {  
      sql.execute(query);
    }
  else 
    {  
      // throw Exception
    }
  ...
}

Figure 2.2: The example transformed to guard against SQLIAs.

is me'--", and passcode is fdfs. The execution flows through the True branch of Line 07 and the resulting SQL query (the value of query in Line 16) is "SELECT * from EmployeeDB WHERE username = 'me'-- AND pcode = 'fdfs', causing to bypass the use of passcode for retrieving the information. This SQLIA is allowed by the Amnesia-instrumented query checker at Line 16, since the resulting query matches the structure s2; however, it was supposed to match the structure s1 based on the path executed by the input values. This example illustrates the ineffectiveness caused by using a path-insensitive model.

2.2 Proposed Path-Sensitive Runtime-Monitoring

To address the preceding issues, PaRaM applies path-sensitive runtime-monitoring of the application. In Figure 2.1, when the control decisions¹ for branch B1 and for branch B2 are False,

¹We refer to a decision of a branching condition as referred to as control decision.
the query that reaches Line 16 should have the structure $s_1$. On the other hand, when the control decision for Branch $B_1$ is False and for Branch $B_2$ is True, then the query should have the structure $s_2$ (illustrated in Figure 2.3, which shows a control-flow graph of the example shown in Figure 2.1). Therefore, PaRaM builds a model that stores all execution paths (in terms of sequence of control decisions) and their corresponding queries that reach a SQL-IP. Figure 2.4 shows the constructed model. We then transform the program in a way such that, at runtime, the application’s execution path is monitored (i.e., the executed control decisions are tracked) and the generated query is checked against the model before the query is issued to the database.

Although PaRaM’s path-sensitive approach is more effective than path-insensitive approaches in guarding against SQLIAs, PaRaM can cause more runtime overhead due to the need to monitor control decisions for each execution. To deal with this issue, we develop a novel minimization algorithm that aims to reduce the number of control decisions to be monitored to a very essential number of control decisions, and consequently assist in reducing the performance overhead of our approach. Thus, our proposed approach achieves high effectiveness in preventing SQLIAs at runtime while inducing low performance overhead.
Chapter 3

Problem Definition

We next provide a formal description\(^1\) that leads to our key idea in preventing SQLIAs using a path-sensitive approach.

We denote a path as a sequence of executed control decisions. That is, given that \(D\) is the set of all control decisions in an application, then a path \(p\) is given as a sequence of a subset of control decisions\(^2\) as:

\[
p = d_1 + d_2 + \ldots + d_m, \text{ where } d_j \in D \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq m
\]

Consider that a SQL query \(q \in Q\) is a sequence of (1) SQL keywords (denoted as \(K\)) including the operators used in the predicates, (2) names of database tables and columns (denoted as \(T\)), and (3) literals (denoted as \(L\)), such as string or numeric values. Consider that a web application \(W\) accepts a set of inputs \(I \in \Sigma^*\) (the set of all strings that can be formed from \(\Sigma\), which is a set of symbols) and interacts with a database through a set of SQL queries \(Q\) at different critical points.

**Definition 3.1 Critical Point.** A critical point \(c\) is a program point (in a web application \(W\)), where \(W\) issues a SQL query \(q\).

\(^1\)Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 are inspired by the formalization provided by Su and Wasserman [18].
\(^2\)\(+^+\) is used to denote that the elements are in a sequence.
Therefore, an application that interacts with a database contains a set of critical points $C$. For the example in Figure 2.1, the SQL-IP in Line 16 is a critical point.

Thus, an execution of the application $W$ issues a query $q \in Q$ to the database, when a set of inputs $i \in I$ dictate a path $p \in P$ such that the execution reaches a critical point $c \in C$. Each query $q$ can be characterized by its SQL signature and the issued query is successfully executed on the database only when the query is valid.

**Definition 3.2 SQL Signature.** The SQL signature of a query $q$ is the syntactic structure of the query, given as:

$$\hat{q} = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_m), \text{ where } a_j \in K \cup T \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq m$$

For example, the SQL signature for a query `SELECT age FROM t.emp_dir WHERE name = 'ABC'` is given as `(SELECT, age, FROM, t.emp_dir, WHERE, name, =)`.

**Definition 3.3 Valid Query.** A valid query is a query with a valid syntax according to the SQL grammar\(^3\), i.e., the application’s database can parse a valid query without any errors. A query’s SQL signature is valid only when the query is valid.

**Definition 3.4 Syntactically Same Queries.** Two queries are syntactically same (denoted as $\equiv$) when both queries have the same SQL signature, i.e., $q \equiv q'$ iff $\hat{q} = \hat{q}'$.

**Definition 3.5 SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA).** Given $K$, a SQLIA is successfully launched on an application $W$, when one or more inputs $i \in I$ transform to $l \in L$ in a $q \in Q$, such that the introduced $l$ can cause one or more of $K \in K$ or $T \in T$ in $q$ to change to $k_\alpha$ or $t_\alpha$, respectively, where $k_\alpha = \phi$ $||$ $k_\alpha \in K$ and $t_\alpha = \phi$ $||$ $t_\alpha \in T$, resulting in a query $q_\alpha$ that satisfies the following two conditions:

1. $q_\alpha$ is a valid query.
2. $q_\alpha$ is syntactically different from $q$, i.e., $q_\alpha \not\equiv q$.

\(^3\)http://docs.openlinksw.com/virtuoso/GRAMMAR.html
The inputs $i \in I$ that can cause such change of $q$ to $q_\alpha$ are called SQLIA-causing inputs. When an execution of the application $W$ with a set of inputs $I$ follows a program path $p$, and results in a query $q$ at a critical point $c$, then let the execution be denoted as $(I, p, q) \rightarrow c \overset{q}{\rightarrow} \text{database}$, indicating that the query is successfully issued to the database. Using this notation, we next formally define our key idea of preventing SQLIAs.

**Preventing SQLIAs.** If the application’s execution with a set of benign inputs $I_1$ (that do not cause an attack) is intended to issue a query $q_1$, i.e., if $(I_1, p_1, q_1) \rightarrow c_1 \overset{q_1}{\rightarrow} \text{database}$ is intended, and if at runtime any execution of the application with inputs $I_2$ follows the same path $p_1$, and reaches the same critical point $c_1$, but the execution results in a different query $q_\alpha$ that satisfies the preceding two conditions, then inputs $I_2$ should be identified as SQLIA-causing inputs and the query $q_\alpha$ should not be issued to the database, i.e., $\forall q_\alpha \nRightarrow q_1$, $(I_2, p_1, q_\alpha) \rightarrow c_1 \nRightarrow \text{database}$, indicating the query is not issued to the database.
Chapter 4

Approach

To effectively guard web applications against SQLIAs, we propose PaRaM, a path-sensitive runtime-monitoring approach. The objective of PaRaM is to guard a web application to reject those user inputs that modify the intended SQL queries issued by the application. Figure 4 gives an overview of PaRaM, which includes three distinct phases: (1) the learning phase learns a guarding-model set that describes the expected behavior of the web application in terms of the SQL queries that can be issued by the web application, (2) the minimization phase minimizes the guarding-model set, and (3) the instrumentation phase instruments the application based on the minimized guarding-model set to guard the web application. The key insight for our approach is that a guarding-model set (with all the query signatures expected at each critical point) can be extracted before deploying the application and that the extracted model set can be used to protect the application at runtime. Based on this insight, we adopt dynamic analysis to generate a set of inputs and execute the application to learn a model set that includes all the possible unique sets of critical points, execution paths, and SQL signatures. We then use the model set to instrument the control decisions given by the collected paths in the model set and instrument all critical points to check queries against the model set. Nevertheless, monitoring every collected control decision could be expensive; therefore, as an intermediate step, before instrumenting the application, we apply a minimization algorithm that reduces the
control decisions to a small number, such that instrumenting these small number of control
decisions is sufficient for path-sensitive monitoring of the application at runtime. Thus, this
less-instrumented web application can be deployed being guarded against SQLIAs. We next
present the characteristics of critical points where a path-sensitive approach is needed and then
provide details of the different phases in our approach.

4.1 Characteristics of Critical Points for Path-Sensitive Monitor-

ing

In general, a path-sensitive monitoring approach is more effective in preventing SQLIAs when
compared to a path-insensitive approach when a web application issues multiple SQL queries
from a critical point such that the structure of the query being issued is path-sensitive. Based
on this insight, we present two characteristics of a critical point, where PaRaM should be used
instead of a path-insensitive approach in preventing SQLIAs:
1. At the critical point, at least two SQL queries with different signatures can be issued to the database.

2. At the critical point, at least one of the SQL queries can be transformed by the user inputs into a query with a different SQL signature, such that both the SQL signatures are expected at the critical point (via different paths).

For user inputs to successfully transform a SQL query, say $q_1$, of one signature to SQL query, say $q_2$, with a different signature, both the query signatures should have common prefix up to the first location of a literal (refer to Chapter 3) in one of the queries, i.e., at the least the SQL queries should be performing the same SQL action, e.g., `SELECT` action. Figure 2.1 shows a critical point (Line 16) with these two characteristics. On the other hand, if the `SELECT` queries being issued at the critical point select different columns (such as $q_1$: `SELECT *..` and $q_2$: `SELECT count(*)..`), then $q_1$ cannot be transformed to $q_2$ by any user input, thereby not satisfying the second characteristic and therefore, a path-insensitive approach would be equally effective for the later case.

We next explain the three phases of PaRaM in detail.

### 4.2 Phase 1. Learning a Guarding-Model Set

The learning phase generates inputs and executes the web application using the generated inputs to learn the possible SQL queries that the application executes. Furthermore, to achieve a path-sensitive monitoring, it is also necessary to learn the path information of the executions, along with the SQL query(s) resulting from each execution.

**Input Generation.** To generate inputs for a given web application, we adopt Dynamic Symbolic Execution (DSE) [10, 4, 17] that generates inputs to achieve high structural coverage of a given application. In particular, given an application, DSE explores the application with random or default values and collects constraints along the execution path. DSE next systematically negates parts of the collected constraints and solves the resulting constraints to
generate concrete values that guide application execution through alternate paths. Thus, DSE generates concrete values to execute distinct paths in the application. The rationale behind using DSE for our input generation is that DSE aims to generate inputs that can cover all the feasible paths (that can reach all the critical points) in a given application. Consequently, we execute the inputs generated by DSE to learn the SQL queries that the web application can issue to a database.

**Model Construction.** While executing the web application with the generated test inputs, we collect the execution information required to build an information pool for assisting in path-sensitive monitoring of the application.

**Path-Sensitive Monitoring.** When the execution of a particular path \( p \) (a sequence of control decisions) issues a query \( q \) at a critical point \( c \), then path-sensitive monitoring expects that every other execution of the application that follows the same sequence of control decisions as in \( p \) should issue a syntactically same query as \( q \) at the same critical point \( c \).

Therefore, to construct the information pool, we collect the following information for every critical point\(^1\) \( c \in C \), (1) *Path Signature* representing the execution path information starting from the application’s entry point\(^2\) to \( c \), (2) *SQL Signature*\(^3\) \( \hat{q} \), representing the SQL query issued at \( c \) during the execution.

**Definition 4.1 Path Signature.** Path signature \( \hat{p} \) for a path \( p \) reaching a critical point \( c \) is the sequence of control decisions before reaching \( c \) and is given by \( \hat{p} = (d_1, d_2, ..., d_m) \) where \( \forall 1 \leq j \leq m \), \( d_j \) represents a control decision that is executed when following \( p \) to reach \( c \). Therefore, \( d_m \) represents the last control decision before the execution reaches \( c \) and \( d_1 \) is the first control decision after the execution starts.

For a given input application \( W \), we accumulate the preceding information for all executions and build a *CP-Model* for each critical point.

---

\(^1\)There could be more than one critical point in an execution, and the subsequent set of information is collected for each critical point during an execution.

\(^2\)We denote a program point (in the application) that is triggered by a user action as an entry point.

\(^3\)Recall that different executions reaching the same critical point can generate structurally different SQL queries (as shown in our example in Figure 2.1).
Definition 4.2 CP-Model. A CP-model $m_c \in M$ for a critical point $c \in C$ is the mapping of SQL signatures of the queries issued at $c$ to the corresponding path signatures of the paths that reach $c$. Assuming that $\hat{Q}_c$ is the set of the SQL signatures of queries issued at $c$, and $\hat{P}_c$ is the set of $n$ path signatures of the paths that reach $c$, then the corresponding CP-model $m_c$ is given by,

$$m_c = \left\{ \langle \hat{q}, \{ \hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2, ..., \hat{p}_l \} \rangle \mid \hat{q} \in \hat{Q}_c, \hat{p}_j \in \hat{P}_c, 1 \leq j \leq l \text{ and } 1 \leq l \leq n \right\}$$

The CP-models for all the critical points $C$ for the given $W$ are denoted together as Guarding-Model Set $G$, given by

$$G = \{ \langle c, m_c \rangle \mid c \in C \text{ and } m_c \in M \}$$

Thus, for each execution of the application with the generated inputs, PaRaM’s learning phase collects path and query signatures to build the model set.

Figure 4.5 shows an example application with its control-flow graph (Figure 4.2) and its guarding-model set $G$ resulting from our learning phase (Figure 4.3). The edges $d_1, d_2, ..., d_{14}$ in the control-flow graph are the control decisions of the application. The three dark nodes in the graph represent 3 critical points; $m_1$, $m_2$, and $m_3$ are the CP-models for critical points $c_1$, $c_2$, and $c_3$, respectively.

4.3 Phase 2. Model Set Minimization

Our minimization phase first reduces the collected control decisions (in path signatures of the model set) to a small number of essential control decisions, such that instrumenting the smaller number of control decisions would be sufficient for our path-sensitive monitoring, without sacrificing the effectiveness of preventing SQLIAIs. First, we minimize each path signature in the guarding-model set such that the path signature includes only a set of essential control decisions. Consider $D$, the set of all control decisions of an application $W$, assume a CP-model $m_c = \{ \langle \hat{q}_1, \{ \hat{p}_1 \} \rangle, \{ \langle \hat{q}_2, \{ \hat{p}_2 \} \rangle \}$. The crux of our algorithm is that if removing a control decision
Figure 4.2: Example application’s control flow graph with the labeled control decisions.

Figure 4.3: Guarding-model set $G$ resulting from the learning phase.

$d \in D$ from $\hat{p}_1$ or $\hat{p}_2$ results in a CP-model such that $\hat{p}_1 = \hat{p}_2$, i.e., the CP-model does not uniquely bind the query signature to the path signature and therefore loses its capability to prevent SQLIAs. Such a $d$ is an essential control decision and needs to be monitored.

**Definition 4.3 Essential Control Decision.** An essential control decision, $\delta$, is a control decision (in the application $W$) that is essential to be monitored to preserve the model set’s capability during path-sensitive monitoring of $W$ against SQLIAs.
We denote the set of all essential control decisions of a given application $W$ as $D$. Our minimization algorithm uses three techniques to identify $D$ for a given model set $G$, and then transforms each path signature in $G$ to a sequence of $\delta \in D$.

**Minimization Problem:** Given a guarding-model set $G = \{(c, m_c)\}$, minimization is to extract the set of essential control decisions $D$ and minimizes $G$ to $G' = \{(c, m'_c)\}$ where $m'_c$ can be represented as

$$m'_c = \{(\hat{q}, \{\hat{\rho}_1, \hat{\rho}_2, ..., \hat{\rho}_k\}\}$$

where $\forall 1 \leq j \leq k, \hat{\rho} = (\delta_1, \delta_2, ..., \delta_t)$ and $\forall 1 \leq z \leq t, \delta_z \in D$

we next present details of three major steps in our minimization algorithm (shown in Algorithm 1). The first two steps of the algorithm focus on reducing the input model set $G$ by eliminating the control decisions that need not be monitored, and the last step extracts $D$ from the reduced $G$ and reconstructs the path signatures of the model set $G$ in terms of $D$.

**4.3.1 Within-SQL Minimization**

In the first step, **within-SQL minimization** (Lines 5-10 in Algorithm 1), we deal with each set of path signatures corresponding to a single SQL signature in each CP-model individually. We reduce these path signatures based on the following rationale: *If a set of paths reach a particular critical point resulting in queries with the same SQL signature, then the common control decisions (if exist) in these paths are the essential control decisions that are instrumental in the SQL query structure.* Therefore, our objective of applying within-SQL minimization for each SQL signature is to reduce the set of path signatures (which are sequences of control decisions) to a set of the sequence of *common control decisions*. We denote a control decision as a common control decision if the control decision appears in all path signature in the given set of path signatures. Therefore, the objective of our within-SQL minimization step is to transform each CP-model $m_c$ and can be represented as follows:

$$\langle \hat{q}, \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_l\}\} \Rightarrow \langle \hat{q}, \{p'_1, p'_2, ..., p'_k\}\}$$
Algorithm 1: Minimization Algorithm.

input : Guarding-model set $G = \{< c, m_c >\}$
output: Minimized guarding-model set $G'$

1 foreach critical point $c \in C$ do
2 \hspace{1em} $m \leftarrow G[c]$;
3 \hspace{1em} $\hat{Q}_c \leftarrow m.QuerySignatures$;
4 \hspace{1em} if $\text{count}(\hat{Q}_c) > 1$ then
5 \hspace{2em} /* Within-SQL Minimization */
6 \hspace{2em} foreach $\hat{q} \in \hat{Q}_c$ do
7 \hspace{3em} $\hat{P}_c \leftarrow m.paths[\hat{q}]$;
8 \hspace{3em} if $\text{count}(\hat{P}_c) > 1$ then
9 \hspace{4em} /* CD - Common Decisions */
10 \hspace{4em} $\hat{P}_c' \leftarrow \text{ReduceToCommonCDs}(\hat{P}_c)$;
11 \hspace{4em} $m'.add(\hat{q}, \hat{P}_c')$;
12 \hspace{3em} else $m'.add(\hat{q}, \hat{P}_c)$;
13 \hspace{2em} /* CP-Model Minimization */
14 \hspace{2em} toMinimize = true;
15 \hspace{2em} $m'' \leftarrow \text{RemoveCommonCDs}(m'.paths())$;
16 \hspace{2em} if $\text{!toMinimize}$ then $G[c] = m'$;
17 \hspace{2em} else $m' = m''$;
18 \hspace{2em} $G'[c] = m'$;
19 \hspace{1em} /* Global Reconstruction */
20 \hspace{2em} Collect critical CDs $\mathcal{D}$;
21 \hspace{2em} Build final path signatures $\mathcal{P}$ using $\hat{p} \cap \mathcal{D}$;
22 \hspace{2em} $G' = G.replace(P, \mathcal{P})$

where $\forall 1 \leq j \leq k, 1 \leq i \leq l, p'_j = \bigcap\{p_1, p_2, ..., p_i\}$ and $k \leq l$. In essence, for each SQL signature, we carry out the within-SQL minimization by recursively finding the common control decisions\(^4\) for the corresponding path signatures. Let $c$ be a critical point whose corresponding CP-model $m_c$ is undergoing the within-SQL minimization. We then replace the path signatures with the sequence of common control decisions by eliminating uncommon control decisions recursively. Line 8 in Algorithm 1 carries out this step of minimization for each SQL signature at each

\(^4\)The problem of finding common control decisions is similar to finding common subsequence in a given set of strings.
critical point. As a result, each CP-model can be reduced in two dimensions, the length of a path signatures, and the size of the set of path signatures.

In the example shown in Figure 4.5, when within-SQL minimization is applied on the CP-model $m1$ for SQL signature $q1$, the first invocation of $\text{ReduceToCommonCDs}$ results in minimized path signatures $(d1, d4)$ and $(d1, d3, d6)$. Further invocation of $\text{ReduceToCommonCDs}$ results in the path signature $(d1)$ indicating that $d1$ is a potential $\delta$. Figure 4.5(a) shows the reduced guarding-model set after within-SQL minimization.

4.3.2 CP-Model Minimization

The second step (operating on the model set resulting from the within-SQL minimization) of our minimization (Lines 11-14 in Algorithm 1), called CP-Model minimization, reduces all the path signatures at each critical point, i.e., this step operates on each CP-model in the model set at a time. The objective of this step is to reduce the path signatures at each critical point based on the following rationale: For the paths that reach the same critical point, but do not result in queries with the same SQL signature, the common control decisions across these paths are not required to be monitored as they are not instrumental in the differences in the query structure. The objective of our CP-model minimization step can be represented as follows:

$$\langle q, \{p_1', p_2', \ldots, p_l'\} \rangle \Rightarrow \langle q, \{p_1'', p_2'', \ldots, p_l''\} \rangle$$

where, $\forall 1 \leq j \leq l$, $p_j'' \subseteq p_j'$, and $\forall 1 \leq r \leq l$, $j \neq r$, $p_j'' \cap p_r'' = \emptyset$.

In essence, this step finds and removes any common control decisions between every path corresponding to a SQL query and every path corresponding to other SQL queries in the CP-model. Unlike the within-SQL minimization, the CP-model minimization should reduce only the length of the path signatures at a critical point but not the size of the set of the path signatures. The CP-model minimization step is not always completely applicable and can result in an unsound guarding-model set. To address this issue, our algorithm includes two

---

5The algorithm results in an unsound guarding-model set only when the minimization eliminates a control
particular validations in the CP-model minimization step:

- In a situation when two path signatures ($p'_1$ and $p'_2$) are minimized, and one path signature is a complete subsequence of another path signature ($p'_1 \subset p'_2$), the result of eliminating the common control decisions could lead to an empty path signature ($|p''_1| = 0$), and thus can result in an unsound model set. Therefore, for each iteration of the CP-model minimization (for each CP-model), we check for such a case, and minimize only the path signature that is super-sequence among the two, i.e., only minimize $p'_2$ in the example\(^6\).

- When the CP-model minimization step affects the size of the set of path signatures, this step is not applicable for minimizing the CP-model and the minimization for that particular CP-model is terminated with the within-SQL minimization; Line 13 in Algorithm 1 checks for this condition where \texttt{toMinimize} is expected to be set to \texttt{True} when CP-model minimization is applicable. An example of the CP-model where CP-model minimization cannot be applied is shown in Figure 4.3.2 where the critical point is associated to four different path signatures that result in four different SQL signatures, respectively.

---

\(^6\)Note that a case of $p'_1 = p'_2$ will never arise.
4.3.3 Global Reconstruction

In the step of our global reconstruction (Lines 17-19 that operate on the model set resulting from the CP-model minimization step), we form the set of essential control decisions $\mathcal{D}$ and reconstruct all the path signatures to include control decisions $\delta \in \mathcal{D}$.

The objective of our global reconstruction is to transform the path signatures in $G$ to include only essential control decisions. The transformation of $G$ can be represented as follows:

$$\{c, \{\langle \tilde{q}, \{	ilde{p}_1, \tilde{p}_2, ..., \tilde{p}_l\}\}\} \xrightarrow{\mathcal{D}} \{c, \{\langle \tilde{q}, \{\hat{p}_1, \hat{p}_2, ..., \hat{p}_l\}\}\}\}$$

where, $\forall 1 \leq j \leq l$, $|\hat{p}_j| = \phi$ $||$ $|\tilde{p}_j| << |\hat{p}_j|$.

First, we form $\mathcal{D}$, the set of the essential control decisions constituting of (1) the last
control decision of each path signature from the CP-models for which CP-model minimization was successful, and (2) all the control decisions of all path signatures from the CP-models for which CP-model minimization was unsuccessful. From the minimized path signatures, these selected control decisions are sufficient to preserve the soundness of the model set, and therefore form the set of essential control decisions. Figure 4.5(c) shows the set \( \mathcal{D} \) for our example.

We then construct the final path signatures \( \mathcal{P} \), where each \( \hat{\mathcal{P}} \) includes only one or more of \( \delta \in \mathcal{D} \). We construct \( \hat{\mathcal{P}} \) for a path signature \( \mathcal{P} \), by including only the control decisions in \( \mathcal{P} \) that exist in \( \mathcal{D} \), i.e., we construct a final path signature \( \hat{\mathcal{P}} = \mathcal{P} \cap \mathcal{D} \). Consequently, through this reconstruction of the path signatures, we build a minimized model set, where the path signatures consist of a smaller number of control decisions compared to the original guarding-model set. Figure 4.6 shows the model set \( G' \) after our global reconstruction. It can be observed that the total number of control decisions in the model set decreased from 14 to 6, showing the significance of our minimization algorithm.

Thus, through our minimization algorithm, we find a small number of control decisions that are essential for our path-sensitive monitoring and minimize path signatures to include only these essential control decisions. Although reducing the number of control decisions to be monitored to as less as possible is the goal of our minimization algorithm, this reduction is not always guaranteed. For example, when the minimization terminates in the CP-model minimization step for a particular CP-model, all the control decisions in that CP-model are included in our essential control decisions set and are required to be monitored. We further discuss the performance gain in terms of the number of the reduced control decisions by our algorithm in Chapter 8.

4.4 Phase 3. Application Instrumentation

The instrumentation phase transforms the application under analysis to a PaRaM-instrumented application such that every query that is issued by the application to the database is checked to be benign before the query is issued to the database.
**Definition 4.4 Benign query.** A SQL query generated at runtime is benign, when the query’s signature matches with the expected signature as given by the guarding-model set $G'$. 

If $\hat{p}$ is the path signature of the path $p$ that reaches a critical point $c$, and $\hat{q}$ is the signature of the generated query, then $\hat{q}$ is benign if and only if $\hat{p} \in m'_c[\hat{q}]$, i.e., $\hat{p}$ is one of the path signatures associated with $\hat{q}$ at $c$ (recall that $m'_c$ is a CP-model in $G'$).

To check whether every query is benign before the query is issued to the database, in this phase, we (1) instrument the control decisions given by the guarding-model set $G'$ so that an execution’s path signature\(^5\) is monitored at runtime, and (2) instrument the critical points in the application to pass the query to a query checker that checks whether the generated query is benign. The query checker checks whether the generated query at each critical point is a benign query based on the execution’s path signature obtained using the instrumented control decisions. The instrumentation of essential control decisions and the critical points enables us to carry out path-sensitive monitoring of the application against SQLIAs at runtime. For our example shown in Figure 4.5, we instrument the essential control decisions $d_1, d_9, d_{13}, d_{12}, d_{14}, d_5$ to be monitored, and instrument the three critical points with invocations to the query checker.

As a result of this phase, only benign queries that cannot launch any SQLIAs are issued to the database at runtime. Therefore, the PaRaM-instrumented application is effectively guarded against SQLIAs.

\(^5\)Recall that $G'$ consists of path signatures that include only the essential control decisions.
Chapter 5

Implementation

We implemented a prototype of PaRaM for the purpose of evaluation. In our prototype, we use an existing off-the-shelf DSE-based [10, 4, 17] test-generation tool called Microsoft Pex [23] to generate inputs for input-generation part of the learning phase. For the purpose of learning a model set using the generated inputs, we implemented a tracing module using Extended Reflection (ER) [14], a dynamic analysis framework for .NET languages that instruments the intermediate-language code and provides callbacks for various program events, such as a method entry and exit. We built our tracing module using the ER framework to trace the executions and record signatures of paths that reach an application’s critical points, starting from a given set of entry points (refer to the definition of path signature in Chapter 4). To extract the SQL signature from each SQL, we extended an open-source SQL parser\(^1\) for our prototype. Since parsing of SQL queries is time-consuming with the XmlDocument class used by the existing implementation, we use our own data structures to optimize the parsing. Furthermore, the existing parser can only parse simple SELECT queries and we extended the existing parser to be able to parse complex queries. We also implemented a minimization module based on the minimization algorithm presented in Section 4.3.

\(^{1}\text{http://www.codeproject.com/KB/dotnet/SQL_parser.aspx}\)
Chapter 6

Evaluation

PaRaM aims to achieve effective monitoring of a given web application against SQLIAs with a small overhead on the performance of the web application. To show the effectiveness of PaRaM, we applied PaRaM on five open-source web applications. In our evaluation, we address the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How effective is PaRaM in dealing with SQLIAs? In particular, how effective is PaRaM’s path-sensitive monitoring when compared to a path-insensitive approach [6]?

- **RQ2**: How many control decisions (to be monitored) are reduced by our minimization algorithm and how much runtime overhead is caused by PaRaM on the web application over a path-insensitive approach? The first part of this research questions helps to show the performance gain achieved by using our minimization algorithm, since a low number of control decisions results in low overhead caused by the instrumentation. The second part of the this research questions helps to evaluate the amount of overhead caused by PaRaM’s additional monitoring of control decisions.

**Metrics.** To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we measure the number of attacks that the five subject applications were successfully guarded against, when the PaRaM-instrumented applications were executed with a set of evaluation inputs. This set of evaluation inputs used
in our study are an augmented version of the set of inputs obtained from the authors of [5, 6] and include both attack-causing and benign inputs. We augmented the original set of inputs to increase the number of SQL issuing points that these inputs can reach. To compare the effectiveness of our approach with existing path-insensitive approaches such as Amnesia [6], we execute the subject applications with the same set of inputs and use the same guarding-model sets excluding the mapping to the execution paths, i.e., the model set used for path-insensitive approach contains only SQL signatures associated with the critical points and an attack is reported at the critical point only when the generated query’s signature does not match any query signature in the CP-model. We compare the number of false positives (the number of benign inputs that are classified by the approaches as attack-causing inputs) and the number of false negatives (the number of actual attack-causing inputs that are not classified as attack-causing inputs) caused by the two approaches.

To measure the performance overhead caused by our monitoring, we execute the five subject applications with a set of benign inputs with and without PaRaM-instrumentation and compare the execution time values. We also measure the number of control decisions that are included in the guarding-model set before and after applying our minimization algorithm.

6.1 Subject Applications

In our evaluation, we used five subjects that were obtained from GotoCode\(^1\). These five web applications are available in different languages and have been previously used as subjects in related work [2, 5, 6, 11, 19]. We used the C# versions of the applications in our evaluation, since we use Pex [23], a .NET test generation tool for our learning phase. The primary objective of our evaluation is to show the effectiveness of our approach when execution paths dictate the structure of a SQL query being issued, i.e., the subject applications have the characteristics discussed in Section 4.1. Such characteristics are often found in real applications such

\(^1\)http://www.gotocode.com/
as Bugzilla\textsuperscript{2}, and Basic Analysis \& Security Engine\textsuperscript{3} (PHP applications). For example, the \texttt{Bug\_Search} function in Bugzilla (versions 3.3.2 to 3.4.1) has a critical point with the characteristics given in Chapter 4. The function issues \texttt{SELECT} queries on the same table, but with different \texttt{WHERE} clauses, depending on user inputs that dictate different execution paths\textsuperscript{4}. In our evaluation, since we use the C\# versions of the benchmark applications, we refactored these five applications and created SQL issuing points, such that more than one similar SQL queries are issued at the same critical point. In particular, we refactored the applications such that queries that perform the same action (e.g., \texttt{SELECT}) on the same table are issued from the same critical point. Our refactoring preserves the semantics of these applications, while changing the applications such that the structure of the SQLs issued from the same issuing point is path-sensitive.

Table 6.1 gives the details of the subject applications. Column “LOC” gives the lines of code of each application measures using CLOC\textsuperscript{5}, an open-source tool that can be used to measure code metrics for many programming languages. Column “Critical Points” gives the number of critical points in the application before and after our refactoring (given by the two subcolumns). Column “# Handlers” gives the number of handlers in the applications. Handlers are methods that are directly invoked as a result of a user action. For example, in the Employee Directory application, when a user clicks on the Login button, the method \texttt{Login} is invoked. Similarly, when a user enters a URL to a page, the corresponding \texttt{Page\_Load} method is invoked.

### 6.2 Evaluation Setup

The inputs used to evaluate PaRaM, referred to as evaluation inputs, are a modified version of the inputs obtained from the authors of [6, 5]. From the obtained inputs, we removed any invalid inputs, i.e., those inputs that either do not conform to the expected syntax of the application

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{2}http://www.bugzilla.org/
  \item \textsuperscript{3}http://base.secureideas.net/
  \item \textsuperscript{4}A SQLIA was actually reported in September, 2009 in the \texttt{Bug\_Search} function. Refer to http://www.bugzilla.org/security/3.0.8/.
  \item \textsuperscript{5}http://cloc.sourceforge.net/
\end{itemize}
Table 6.1: Details of the Subject Applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Critical Points</th>
<th># Handlers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Before Refac.</td>
<td>After Refac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifieds</td>
<td>Online management system for classifieds</td>
<td>4572</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookStore</td>
<td>Online bookstore</td>
<td>7182</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Directory</td>
<td>Online employee directory</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Event tracking system</td>
<td>3123</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal</td>
<td>Portal for SVEC club</td>
<td>6927</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and are rejected by the application, or inputs that are as expected by the application, but generate a syntactically wrong query (i.e., SQL parser throws a parse exception). The rationale behind excluding these inputs is that these do not contribute to measuring the effectiveness of the approach, since the inputs either do not reach the critical points or those that reach will not be executed by the database since they are syntactically-invalid queries. We further augment the remaining inputs to include more critical points and more attack patterns. For example, none of the existing inputs use a combination of in-line comments /* */ (with respect to MySql) that can be carefully crafted to be split between two input values. In summary, the evaluation inputs are of two types: benign and attack inputs. Benign inputs are those inputs that conform to the expected syntax of the application, and that lead to a syntactically correct and expected query, i.e., a query that does not cause any attack. Attack inputs are those inputs that conform to the expected input syntax of the application and lead to a syntactically correct query, but is not intended to be issued by the application. We manually analyzed these inputs to ensure their category and used external parsers\(^6\) to verify the syntactic-correctness of the queries. Table 6.2 summarizes the evaluation inputs used in our evaluation. Column “#Total”

\(^6\)http://www.driver.com/pp/sqlformat.htm
Table 6.2: Details of the Evaluation Inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Evaluation Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifieds</td>
<td>5926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookstore</td>
<td>5535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmployeeDirectory</td>
<td>6966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>9611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal</td>
<td>3945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

gives the total number of evaluation inputs used for the corresponding subject, and Columns “#Benign” and “#Attack” gives the numbers of benign and attack inputs among the total inputs, respectively.

In our evaluation, we first applied Pex on different handlers of the subject applications to generate inputs. We then executed the applications with the generated inputs (execute the different handlers for each page) and learned guarding-model sets with the help of the tracing module. We then applied our minimization algorithm on the model sets. We next transformed the subjects to PaRaM-instrumented applications with the essential control decisions instrumented and the critical points guarded with query checkers. We also separately transformed the subjects to be guarded with the path-insensitive approach, i.e., instrumented only the critical points with query checkers such that at each critical a generated query is checked if it matches any of the queries in the corresponding CP-model. We then executed both the path-insensitive-guarded applications and PaRaM-instrumented applications with the evaluation inputs and measured the number of false positives and false negatives.
### Table 6.3: Results of executing applications with the evaluation inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Path InSensitive</th>
<th>PaRaM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>False Positives</td>
<td>False Negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifieds</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookstore</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Directory</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3 Results

#### 6.3.1 Effectiveness

In this section, we address the research question RQ1 of how effectively PaRaM guards the applications against SQLIAs, when compared to the path-insensitive approach. To address this question, we measure the number of false positives and false negatives produced by both the approaches, PaRaM and the path-insensitive approaches. We say that an input leads to a false negative (i.e., a successful attack that the approach did not detect) if executing the application with the input results in executing at least one SQL query that includes the attack input. Note that invocation of a handler in an application, e.g., on clicking the login button, can lead to issuing multiple SQL queries that include the inputs provided by a user.

Table 6.3 shows the results of RQ1 for the five subject applications. Column “Path In-sensitive” gives the results of executing the application with the evaluation inputs when the applications are guarded with a path-insensitive approach; Subcolumn “False Positives” gives the false positives produced by the approach, i.e., the number of benign inputs identified as attack inputs, and Subcolumn “False Negatives” give the number of false negatives produced by the approach, Subcolumn “Attacks Prevented” gives the number of attack inputs that the applications were completely guarded against. Similarly, Column “PaRaM” shows the results.
Table 6.4: CP-Model for a critical point in Employee Directory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>SQL Signature</th>
<th>Path Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>:SELECT:name::FROM:deps:WHERE:dep_id:=:</td>
<td>:CD43:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of executing the subject applications with the evaluation inputs.

Results show that PaRaM was effective in completely guarding the applications against SQLIAs and also produced no false positives. In contrast, though the path-insensitive approach did not generate any false positive, unlike PaRaM, the path-insensitive approach was not effective in guarding the applications against attack inputs and produced a maximum of 259 (6.44%) false negatives for the EmployeeDir application and produced a total of 501 false negatives for all the applications. We manually analyzed and confirmed that these false negatives were caused due to the path-sensitive characteristics of the critical points. Though the path-insensitive approach produced a small % of false negatives (2.59% average), allowing even such a small number of attacks poses a serious threat to information security since only a single attack is sufficient to compromise the information security.

We next explain an example attack that was not successful with PaRaM, but that was successful with path-insensitive approach. In the EmployeeDir application, the login handler issues three SQL queries for completing the login transaction of user: one for checking the authentication of the provided information, and the other two for loading the employee id and user rights after successful authentication. The CP-model for the critical point where all of these SELECT queries are issued is given in Table 6.4 (Column “Id” is used for illustration purpose only). For authentication, the issued query is expected to be of the structure $S_1$. $S_2$ and $S_3$ are the structures of the queries used to load the employee id and employee level (i.e., user rights) after login. For an input URL http://localhost/GotoCode/EmployeeDirectory/Login.aspx?Password=bypass*/
&Login=mrmari'/*, the values of parameters Password and Login are used by the login handler to issue the queries of structure $S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$. While constructing the first query, there is a defect in the application code that does not replace the single quotes in the login value with double quotes; such character replacement is a common practice to prevent SQLIAs. Due to this defect, the query to authenticate the login using these inputs is `SELECT count(*) FROM emps WHERE emp_login='mrmari'/*' and emp_password='bypass*/'` where the `/* */` part is treated as in-line comments by MySql. That is, the structure of the query is the same as that of $S_4$ ($S_4$ is the structure of the query used to check if a user with the same login already exists when a new user is being added) and not that of $S_1$. Path-insensitive approach ignores the difference in path signatures for these two queries and finds that the generated query structure is benign at that critical point (with respect to $S_4$) and allows the execution of the query, whereas for the subsequent query (expected to be of structure $S_2$) generated using the inputs, the approach detects that the inputs are attack inputs. On the other hand, PaRaM identifies that for the executed path :CD2:, the generated query is not as expected, i.e., the structure does not match $S_1$ and therefore does not allow the execution of the generated query.

In summary, our results support that PaRaM’s path-sensitive approach is more effective in preventing SQLIAs than a path-insensitive approach, when the web applications issue SQL queries whose structure is path sensitive.

### 6.3.2 Performance Gain & Runtime Overhead

In this section, we address RQ2 of how many control decisions are reduced by our minimization algorithm, referred to as *performance gain* and how much runtime overhead is caused by PaRaM’s additional instrumentation compared to the path-insensitive approach. Our minimization algorithm reduced the number of control decisions (CDs) to be instrumented from $45 - 101$ (min-max range of CDs of subject applications) to $3 - 7$.

To compare the additional overhead caused by PaRaM over a path-insensitive approach, we measure the execution times for both the approaches when the applications (guarded with
Table 6.5: Results showing the runtime time overhead caused by PaRaM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>#Inputs</th>
<th>Running time for all inputs (ms)</th>
<th>#CDs</th>
<th>Avg. Path Sig Length</th>
<th>Avg. Overhead/input (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Path-Insensitive</td>
<td>PaRaM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifed</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>43280.48</td>
<td>43601.50</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookstore</td>
<td>2398</td>
<td>20303.16</td>
<td>20671.18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmployeeDir</td>
<td>2944</td>
<td>33497.92</td>
<td>33890.94</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>3295</td>
<td>14990.86</td>
<td>15438.88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portal</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>12885.74</td>
<td>12973.74</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2349</td>
<td>24991.63</td>
<td>25315.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PaRaM and the path-insensitive approach) are executed with a benign set of evaluation inputs. Table 6.5 shows the results of execution time values. Column “Running Time for all inputs (ms)” gives the actual execution time values (in milliseconds or ms) for all the inputs for each application. Column “#CDs” gives the number of control decisions monitored for each application. Column “Avg. Path Sig. Length” gives the average length of the path signatures generated when executing the PaRaM-instrumented application with all the inputs. Finally, Column “Avg. Overhead/input (ms)” gives the average overhead (in milliseconds or ms) caused by the additional monitoring in PaRaM when compared to the path-insensitive approach. Our results show that the overhead caused by PaRaM is as low as 0.09 to 0.15 ms on an average for each input when compared to the path-insensitive approach. Furthermore, execution of each PaRaM-instrumented application with the inputs resulted in an overall overhead cost of 5 to 13 milliseconds on an average when compared to the execution of the original applications. This overhead cost should be taken as worst-case values since our prototype implementation is not sophisticated enough to ensure high performance of the SQL parser as well as the construction of signatures. Nevertheless, the overhead cost is low when weighed against the benefit of effectively monitoring the applications against SQLIAs.
In summary, our evaluation results show that the minimization algorithm significantly reduced the number of control decisions to be monitored and PaRaM effectively prevents against SQLIAs with a little overhead cost when compared to a path-insensitive approach.
Chapter 7

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the most related work that deal with SQLIAs in two categories.

7.1 Runtime Monitoring

Halfond and Orso [6] proposed AMNESIA that uses static analysis to build a query model and instruments the application with the model to monitor the application at runtime such that each generated SQL query is checked against the query model. Halfond et al. [5] proposed an approach that uses positive tainting in tracking the flow of untrusted inputs at execution based on policies provided by programmers. Martin et al. [13] proposed a similar approach that takes programmer-specified policies in PQL. Huang et al. [8] proposed an approach that also statically infers annotations to be added to sensitive sections of the application, to achieve runtime inspection of queries before being issued to the database. Sun and Beznosov [19] also adopt static discovery of intended queries and use the discovered intention grammar in combination with monitoring taint inputs to prevent SQLIAs. All the preceding approaches are path-insensitive and build a model or grammar based on static analysis, which could lead to false negatives (as shown in our evaluation). In contrast to these approaches, our approach is path-sensitive and uses dynamic analysis of the application to build a model, and therefore more effective. Bandhakavi et al. [2] proposed to use shadow execution to monitor SQLIAs at
runtime. To achieve guarding of an application against SQLIAs, for every actual execution at runtime, a set of benign inputs are generated to dictate the same path as the actual inputs. Their approach requires a high amount of program transformation since the benign set of inputs should dictate the same path as the actual inputs, while our approach only instruments the essential control decisions in addition to the critical points that are also instrumented in their approach.

### 7.2 Testing, Vulnerability Detection, and Code Cleaning

Existing testing approaches use input generation, taint propagation, and mutation techniques to generate attack-causing inputs and identify vulnerabilities in web applications. Wassermann et al. [25] proposed a vulnerability-detection approach that carried out dynamic-symbolic execution and used string analysis to create attack-causing inputs using backward slicing of the application under test to alleviate the problem of path explosion. Kieyzen et al. [9] proposed the use of dynamic taint analysis in testing a web application for vulnerabilities by identifying all sets of inputs that reach the application’s attack-prone location and mutating the identified set of taint inputs to match a given set of attack patterns. When the mutated inputs reach the attack-prone program points, the application is detected to be vulnerable with respect to those locations. Yu et al. [26] proposed an approach to assist test input generation to exploit vulnerabilities in web applications using forward and backward symbolic execution. In general, researchers have proposed several techniques to assist automatic test generation and vulnerability detection for web applications [1, 7, 12, 24]. While all of these approaches focus on detecting and assisting in hardening web applications against SQLIAs, our approach can directly retrofit an existing application to prevent SQLIAs without having to manually harden the code. Another important category of techniques to deal with SQLIAs are using defensive coding mechanisms. Defensive coding mechanisms include appropriate user input validations and the use of robust mechanisms, such as the use of prepared statements for interacting with database [3]. Thomas et al. [22] proposed a prepared statement replacement algorithm to au-
tomatically replace vulnerable SQL statements with prepared statements for Java applications. These algorithms may not be generic and are both programming language as well as database dependent. For example, PHP only supports the use of server-side prepared statements which are specific to the database being connected to unlike Java or C# that support client-side prepared statements. Our runtime monitoring is not limited by either the language or the database and therefore is easy to adopt for existing applications. Nevertheless, our approach is no replacement to any of the secure coding practices, but can be an effective technique to retrofit an existing web application to prevent SQLIAs.
Chapter 8

Discussion

In our evaluation, PaRaM generated no false positives, and effectively guarded the subject applications with low overhead cost. Nevertheless, effectiveness of PaRaM depends on the inputs used to build the guarding model set. In particular, a model set could be incomplete when inputs used in the learning phase do not exercise either critical points or certain paths that lead to critical points, resulting in false positives. On the other hand, applying minimization algorithm on an incomplete model set could lead to false negatives. We alleviated this issue to a certain extent by using a state-of-the-art DSE-based technique [23] that generates inputs that can achieve high structural coverage (83.6% block coverage\(^1\)). To address this issue further, we plan to use static analysis to enhance our model set to characterize those non-covered paths or critical points.

In addition to the approach’s effectiveness, evaluation also showed that our minimization algorithm can bring in high performance gain without comprising the effectiveness of the model set, provided the model set is complete. Furthermore, in practice, our algorithm can bring in a high amount of reduction in overhead cost for programs that recursively include control decisions that are not instrumental in deciding the query structure. On the other hand, like most heuristic algorithms, there could be situations when a model set cannot be minimized and

therefore the performance gain achieved by our minimization algorithm could be marginal. An example of such a case is shown in Figure 4.3.2: if this control flow graph represents the entire application, i.e., there is only one critical point and each program path results in a query with a unique SQL signature, then our minimization algorithm cannot minimize the guarding model, and thus the performance gain achieved by our model can be 0 in such cases. In future work, we plan to study the existence of such cases and investigate if path signatures involved in such cases could still be minimized.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

Among the various types of attacks that web applications face, SQL Injection attacks belong to one of the most popular attack types, since a web application’s vulnerability to SQL injection attacks poses serious threat to the information security. To effectively deal with this type of attacks and to retrofit existing web applications, we presented PaRaM, a path-sensitive runtime monitoring approach. Our approach addresses two major challenges of runtime monitoring by learning a guarding model before the application is deployed and by applying a minimization algorithm to reduce the monitoring overhead on the performance of the application. We evaluated PaRaM by applying it on five web applications. Our results showed that PaRaM effectively guarded web applications when compared to a path-insensitive approach that produced a non-trivial number of false negatives, and also caused low performance overhead.
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